Hazarding Lydington may stand to Cotten in Beannord &
ground underhand that Lydington hath any donde at all
being about the gommination of the forest at拿出 in
But a monition aingle to look ye nor indeed they
mytown are intermingled not half Lydington of any ground
if the frigg frigg of Beannord, before that it be
of Lydington & the forrest no longer required I found
furtherly those own woods & Bournes. And as I have heard
now John Bun. Gould the ferre'tor rigit. But now
& God say these 2 Townshends have been driven and required
for extending those own lymiks.

And whereas these Dallers may suffer any number by
court of water if they were to starved, it is only and
that waste or favour's abused. That forgotten this fails
flagma of Dammord throughout to have

To say it would be no advantage to the Lord Dammord if
they should be to starved to their own bounds, ye
procks of their title, but a trivial allegation.
And if it be any advantage to them to lose enough
Dammord, must consequntly be an advantage to
the Lord Dammord dote on this deed & Royalty of his
have, & a monitionation to those that are Loorthly
have, y steals take at thore bounds, & not
to have the o there wrongly butlioned by them &
their Dallers, where they have no right.

It is untrue that Wurdley doe expresse the Dammord of
number, or that they starved many other Dammord but
from thore own bounds, or Lyd. If the only should
or right. And if any sue for charge doe bax on fees
of Cammon had it power in law to repress all such
God-Cammor not to doe any abuses. Offust the Forrest Cawes don't not Dammord
abuse. But restrains all Dammord to be good new
have in Contamine homme & place in Summer twenty
zot to gotten xen on these gaye Forrest ground &
mainly and it self also in mones.
As to the uncertainly shall arise; by being restored to the former, considering there Parishes bounds by mts are most certain.

Note also, it doth still to say the charge of Sey Akes will be equal to the same if not equal, but in their titles for admission of those Corns, it is in favour of the Commoner not in favour.

For as the forest law so favored as it vex Common fierce, but as will full trespassing, still doing to the like, whom sure placed of none right extends not to.

And to the suffrants they shall last only by want of water. The favour granted them against of necessity, they make swinster of her eave, making a settled Common an interrogant, and therefore high time that former favour were rightly used and understood beside ye may make ponds or wells for water of Evie and none private.

Thebusiness as to road it done, to serve yd. with Battle from trespassing so frequently as otherwise beasts will do, if so that regard to the quietness it may be by Evie Sampson well approved of.

Lastly the want of appreciable enjoyment although it warrant not a title, be changes of times and of these times have gotten by antient use of these suffrants of Evie not warrantable by the forest

suffrants or such a Common as by supposed in neighbour right may do very Sead so it will hardly be denied you. C.